Dentists and Nurses

By Cosette
Why I chose these two careers

Why I chose dentists and nurses is because they both seem like two different interesting jobs to have in your life. Both a dentist and a nurse are really similar but still very so different, but the both seem like really good jobs to have. This was the reason why I chose dentists and nurses.
A Dentist

A dentist is a kind of doctor that examines, cleans, operates on your teeth. Dentists do this to make sure your teeth stay healthy.
A Nurse

A Nurse is someone who checks up on your body to see if you are healthy. Nurses also provide diagnostic tests, assist doctors in emergency rooms, and even help in trauma care.
The Education Required to be a Dentist

If you want to become a dentist, you would need to obtain an undergraduate degree before completing a four-year dental program and also earning a doctoral degree in dental medicine or dental surgery. You must commonly take a lot of science courses in biology, anatomy, chemistry, and microbiology. This was the education required to become a dentist.
The Education Required to become a Nurse

If you want to become a nurse you would need to obtain an associate's degree, but if you get a bachelor’s degree in nursing you would have a better pay. This was the education required to become a nurse.
The average salary for a dentist is usually around 158,310 USD. Dentist receive 55 to 110 dollars per hour. Dentist don’t actually make more than doctors though. This was the salary for a dentist.
The average salary for a nurse is usually around 67,490 USD. Nurses receive 50 to 20 dollars per hour. Nurses can make a lot of money which is way above national average pay. This was the salary for a nurse.
How a Dentist relates to science

How a dentist relates to science is that dentist is an art of science of prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of any conditions, diseases, and disorders of any sort. These were the reasons on how a dentist relates to science.
How a Nurse relates to science

How a nurse relates to science is that nurses actually use scientific methods to resolve very bad health problems. Nurses work has a lot of biology, chemistry, and physiology. These were the reasons how nurses relate to science.
What I have learned researching these careers

What I have learned about these two careers, nurse and a dentist, is that they both seem to have a decent pay and work time. What I have also learned about these two careers is that they both need to have you go through some type of medical schools that have a lot of science subjects and stuff. This is what I have learned researching a nurse and a dentist.
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